
New Summary Report - 13 October 2017

Responses "Other (please specify)" Count

Left Blank 332

Arabian 1

Black foot Indian and German 1

Caucasian&native American 1

Eropian 1

Idk don\'t want to know 1

Italian Irish El Salvadoran 1

Optional: Please identify your Race and/or Ethnicity

Hispanic/Latino 8%

American Indian or Alaskan Native 8%

Asian 3.7%

Black or African American 11.1%

Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander 0.6%

White 52.5%

Multi-Racial 13.3%

Other (please specify) 2.8%

Value Percent  Count

Hispanic/Latino 8.0% 26

American Indian or Alaskan Native 8.0% 26

Asian 3.7% 12

Black or African American 11.1% 36

Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander 0.6% 2

White 52.5% 170

Multi-Racial 13.3% 43

Other (please specify) 2.8% 9

 Totals 324

Statistics

Total Responses 324
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Mixed half white/black 1

Native American 1

Responses "Other (please specify)" Count

2



1. South Middle School should change the name of the school

Strongly disagree 34.6%

Disagree 23.3%

Neutral 29.7%

Agree 6.4%

Strongly agree 6.1%

Value Percent  Count

Strongly disagree 34.6% 114

Disagree 23.3% 77

Neutral 29.7% 98

Agree 6.4% 21

Strongly agree 6.1% 20

 Totals 330

Statistics

Total Responses 330
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2. The current name of South Middle School represents a rich tradition and should remain as is (South Middle
School).

Strongly disagree 4.2%

Disagree 8.2%

Neutral 27.3%

Agree 26.7%

Strongly agree 33.6%

Value Percent  Count

Strongly disagree 4.2% 14

Disagree 8.2% 27

Neutral 27.3% 90

Agree 26.7% 88

Strongly agree 33.6% 111

 Totals 330

Statistics

Total Responses 330
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3. Changing the name of South will be a positive change for our school and community.

Strongly disagree 23.6%

Disagree 24.2%Neutral 34.1%

Agree 13.6%

Strongly agree 4.5%

Value Percent  Count

Strongly disagree 23.6% 78

Disagree 24.2% 80

Neutral 34.1% 113

Agree 13.6% 45

Strongly agree 4.5% 15

 Totals 331

Statistics

Total Responses 331
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Count Response

1 We could put there flag up

1 1. Change Name of School 2. Add New Parts To South Tradition for the Native Americans

1 A bench Wall painting Statue Something framed Cement with writing in it or over it

1 A plaque of the people who donated money for South Middle School.

1 Agreeing on a name that can represent south and Haskell.

1 But banners that represent them

1 By all children in the world being in our school

1 By donating back to them and thanking them for letting us use theses lands to have the school.

1 By donating back?

1 By having a celebration on the day when they donated the land of south middle school.

1 By having a fun raiser for them and celebrating them for what they did for us.

1 By keeping the name as it is.

1 By letting the come back and we could help them wit the stuff

1 By making a school song for the Native American. That we sing at school assembly.

1 By not picking up are trash by not being responsible to are school

1 By putting "Land Given to us by Haskell"

1 By putting up signs and maybe have them come for a assembly one day.

1 By renaming the school and celebrating Native American month.

1 By thanking native Americans

1 By throwing them a party and making the feel welcome.

1 By understanding why where here and why they were the original natives

1 Celebration's, invite them here, send them thank you cards

1 Change it I guess.

1 Change the mascot to the Haskell mascot

1 Change the way we treat them we could have clubs for only Native American students

1 Changing the name

1 Changing the name of the school

1 Changing the schools name

1 Dabbing and saying "PRAISE THE NATIVE AMERICANS!!!!!"

1 Do lessons on native Americans

4. In what ways can we honor the Native American Culture for donating the land for our school?
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1 Do more assembly's, and for spirit week do Indian culture day

1 Do more with the land by having more parties and activities after school.

1 Do something for them?

1 Do something such as a charity. It would help them and be a good favor.

1 Doing thing to make them feel wacome. Like have a week about them like we are doing now

1 Donating money or or thing

1 Donating to them

1 Each advisory could make a big gift basket full of thank you cards and just some goodies inside.

1 Give them a check showing our appreciation

1 Give them a day to celebrate all day daring School

1 Give them money

1 Give them money, change the name of the school

1 Give them money��

1 Give them supplies and maybe help them

1 Have a day at South where we honor the natives that gave us this land.

1 Have a special week for them so we can make them fell at home

1 Have a spirit day about the Native American culture.

1 Have culture classes.

1 Have them in are school

1 Having a day off to celebrate it

1 Having a party or parade at are school every year

1 Having an assembly of, in the assembly we will recognize them.

1 Help them out too

1 Hi

1 Hold a little assembly like last year

2 I can't think of any ways

1 I do not know

6 I don't know

1 I don't know

3 I don't know

1 I don't know

Count Response
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1 I don't know

1 I don't know I've only been at the school for a few months

3 I don't know.

1 I don't know�♀�

1 I don't really know

1 I don't really know.

1 I dont know

1 I guess we can change the name of the school.

1 I honestly don't know �

1 I think it wold be a wonderfull idea.

1 I think that we do honor our different races in this school

1 I think we could celebrate them as a school

1 I think we should utilize respect and have assemblies about Native American culture and tradition

1 I would thank them

1 I'm not sure

1 IDK

1 IDK

4 Idk

1 Idk

1 Idk a sign in the cafeteria or something.

1 Idk and Idc

1 Just give a warm thanks and lay them have there holiday.

1 Just honer them That's it

1 Learn about their culture

1 Make a fund raiser to give them money.

1 Make a plaque or host an event to honor them.

1 Make a tradition to honor the native

1 Make something that represents them

1 Making a school spirit day were we could celebrate the natives

1 Maybe a banner or a wall decor deadacted to Native American Culture.

1 Maybe a statue or mural.

Count Response
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1 Maybe honoring them by including something about them if we change the school name.

1 Maybe make a celebration for the Nattive American Culture like what we do for MLK.

1 Maybe not nameing the whole school but maybe banding like the gym or the cafeteria.

1 Maybe we can celebrate them in a week like Hispanic week.

1 Maye the school could make a card every year thanking the Native American Culture.

1 More assemblies about native Americans and that we should learn about some history.

1 Name it after them.

1 Name the school differently.

1 Naming it after who donated the land or after an important Native American.

1 Naming the school after one of them

1 Naming the school after them

1 Naming the school after them

1 None

1 Not changing the name

1 Not litiring

1 Post posters all around the school

1 Put in a large mural of Haskells choosing

1 Put it in the name somewhere

1 Putting in the description thanks to...

1 Represent more of the Native American culture in this school

1 Respect

1 Respect them

1 Respect there land

1 Say thank you

1 Saying thanks

1 Send food blankets and etc

1 Setting up permanent signs inside and outside our school

1 So we can make A school

1 Supercalifragilelisticepcaladocush

1 Talking about the native Americans

1 Thank you for the land

Count Response
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1 Thanking them for that and give them stuff

1 The man

1 There could be a special day were we celebrate the Native America culture for a week.

1 Think we are well honored here at south so we be nice and thoughtful.

1 To respect all natives

1 To respect all natives and the colonies that have been around for a long time

1 Ummm I honestly have no idea...

1 Use some of their school colors or one of their symbols for our mascot

1 Walking up to Haskell and for there to be a sort of class

1 We already did

1 We can be equal

1 We can build a monument or have assemblies to honor them.

1 We can change the name of our school. We can give the people things back. Thank them.

1 We can change the name to bears

1 We can give them clothes and food.

1 We can give them some or are money

1 We can have a Native American month or week

1 We can have a certain day to honar them for that.

1 We can have a day to recognize what they did by donating the land.

1 We can have information on Native Americans and Native American culture

1 We can have pictures up on our school of native Americans

1 We can have some celebrations.

1 We can honor them by donating things to them that they need

1 We can honor them by thanking and giving respect to the Native American students.

1 We can make Indian food in the cafe

1 We can make them a plack

1 We can name our school after an important figure in Native American Culture.

1 We can provide the community with out changing our school name

1 We can talk more about Native American history .

1 We can thanks them alot

1 We could

Count Response
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1 We could Chang the school mascot and the colors instead on changing the name

1 We could add something about the in a name

1 We could build monuments or have assemblies, renaming the school is not the only way.

1 We could celebrate them every year.

1 We could celebrate.

1 We could change the mascot

1 We could change the name to the person who founded Haskell.

1 We could do a little more thing about them,like honor them in respect and appreciation them

1 We could get a name of a trib leader.

1 We could have a celebration.

1 We could have a week to thank them.

1 We could have banners up thanking the Native American Culture for donating land.

1 We could honor them by learning more about them

1 We could just probably make tons of cards or posters for thanking them.

1 We could make a mural of great Native American People

1 We could make a song to homer them. Also make a picture

1 We could make a stone logo putting it on the land saying Hasket Native American

1 We could name the school Jim Thorpe south middle school

1 We could probably give them money for giving us this land.

1 We could provide more traditions/ events to do (there already is though)

1 We could raise money for Hasskall sometimes

1 We do enough

1 We donate to them

1 We have a national holiday

1 We have honored the Native America Culture by using the gold in our colors

1 We might be able to change little things and maybe put a mural to honor Haskell.

1 We should offer them opportunities to share it with us, or just use it by themselves.

1 Whith respect

1 Yiygiguiui Gogiugiguiigugiguiugiiguiguiui junior high

2 i dont know

1 jast be proud

Count Response
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1 south middle school.

1 I think that we can: 1) Have the drama club do plays that are more Native American-balanced. 2) Celebrate Native Americans
as part of spirit week.

1 I feel that it is a great idea to change the name, as the elementary school next door is Broken Arrow, a supposedly Native
American name. Though it is on native land, and the school is 11% native people, some other people may not be as neutral to
the idea, because the school consists more of other races than Native Americans. But, it really doesn't matter to me.

1 We can honor them by changing the name of our school or just having a day where we do different Native American activities.
If I were in charge then I would make one week of the year a week where we research Native American Culture and do fun
Native American games and activities.

1 One way we can honor the native Americans is, We can have a picture of native Americans in one of the hallways or the
hallways.

1 We could change the name or we could have a Native American Day kind of thing where we have an assembly in the gym and
talk about Native American culture

1 Lunch for a week could be a different Native American meal. Have a speaker come and tell us about the culture

1 Of course we can name it after the Native American culture that donated the land for the school we go to now, but other wise I
don't really care what they name the school, I'll be happy with what the name is

1 Assemblies honoring them. If the Native Americans gave us this land we should honor them by keeping the name. We can
have an event showcasing them

1 We can have assembly's to honor them for giving us this land. We can honor them in different ways not just changing the name

1 Change the name of school to represent a famous Native American person so you can respect the tribe of Lawrence KS.

1 We could put something on the sign that says south middle school saying something like "Donated by the Native Americans".

1 You could name a part of the school or you could put something up to show a way to honor the Native American.

1 We can have a Section with Indian posters or some art, but we are not all Indian or native Americans so I disagree we should
change the name, we can say thanks you and maybe have more things about the school including native Americans.

1 An assembly showing respect, creating posters, thanking Native Americans in the neighborhood and even making cards for
them.

1 We can show POWOWS and such but as far as I know we took the land and killed millions of them years ago, why are we just
now trying to honor them. There's a thing called equality, if we have to honor one race we should honor all of them, they are
either all okay or none are okay. Thus why the name change seems idiotic.

1 Possibly having a day where staff where Indian type clothes or just headdresses. It's really not my decision.

1 We could hang up posters everywhere and all around the school so instead, we don't have to change the name of the school.

1 we could have murals that could represent the ethnicities in the school (including native americans), display their culture
respectfully, do research based on current/ past problems and learn how we could avoid making several offensive mistakes
(ie. cultural appropriation) and more native speakers who come and show their culture.

1 We could have a statue or plaques around the school, or some other way to honor their donation, but I don't think we should
change the name.

1 We can have a assembly to better inform our students on how much we got from the Native Americans. We can also have a
day where we honor them and appreciate what they gave.

Count Response
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1 I don't know, but you can't just change the school name. Just imagine all the stuff you would have to change.

1 I'm not sure. There is, of course, the name change, but I think most people wouldn't be very excited about it. South has been
South for 50 years and if it was changed, it would probably stir up drama or disappoint some people. I do agree that it would be
awesome to honor the culture for donating the land, but I don't really know how.

1 We could make a tradition all about Native Americans and tell stories about all the things they did and how they helped others.

1 I think that we already show honor by having one of the schools colors the same color as the university.

1 By building a statue,putting a tepee and thing in front of it saying"in honor of the native Americans who gave us this land

1 We could continue doing what we're doing and be respectful to them along with every one else but respect that they were here
first and be respectful to the Native American history here in Lawrence like the history at Haskell and it would be nice to maybe
even have a field trip to the Haskell museum when we are learning about Native American history.

1 We could spend time researching different native tribes and there history and what happened when the colonists came here

1 Broken arrow park/elementary, or if that is not enough, then just put a monument of the famous person, wich would also be
cheaper, and easier.

1 They should make it (if they change the name) make it a Native American word such as broken arrow or something like that
instead of John something or another

1 Possible give credit for what Native Americans have done for us, and try to teach some, not all, of our history. It could be about
any tribe.

1 We can honor the Native American culture for donating the land for our school by giving them a great big cash prize.

1 I don't really think that you should change the name of the school but I think we should have a day where we will learn
everything about Native American culture. It would be a cool thing to help people become aware of other people's lives and
respect them. I find Native American culture to be very interesting and I have a friend that is Native American.

1 We can go out and pray to them and place flowers and food in random places where we think they would be.Or we could just
pray in a classroom.

1 We can honor the Native culture by doing activities that Native Americans do and by trying to find Native teachers.

1 By making sure that the students here know that this land has been donated every year by using a slideshow presentation.

1 I don't believe that we have to honor them. They donated the land and we can thank them for that but we don't need to change
the name of our school. If people want to change the same now it shouldn't have been named south middle school in the first
place. There's many races in this school so why only honor one with changing the name to honor one race??? It should be kept
south middle school because this is a very diverse school not justNative Americans.

1 To have a Native American day .of take some time to honer the Native American people who give us this land.

1 By doing more to celebrate native culture. By doing this is how we thank them for the land. But by changing the name of a
school Thant not going to celebrate that's going to make people sad we always had south middle school and by changing the
name that's going to change people.

1 I think that we should keep our name but we should set up a little representation saying that we appreciate that the Native
American culture donated this land to South.

1 We can tell them and donate to them. And we can tell them thank u for donating and let them have a look around

1 Maybe we could have like a day or even week just to celebrate Native American culture.I think having a day/week is just fine
but having the name of our school changed is just to much.

Count Response
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1 Backe them cookies, ask art kids (people who like to make stuff not only people from art classes) to draw or make something
topic related.

1 Maybe instead of changing the name, we could have a Native American appreciation day. You know like, Haskell school colors
and perhaps reserching the history of it. Also a group of kids could visit Haskell and learn about the culture.

1 I don't know because I don't get envolved with this kind of stuff, at least it's culture and among other things, so nothing from me.

1 The name of the school could be changed, which I disagree with a little bit. But there are other ways to honor Native American
Culture.

1 One of our school colors is the color of Haskell which previously owned the land before they donated it. I think that's a great
way to honor it. However, I do not believe honoring the Native American Culture here at South is an important thing to do. In the
past 49 years that South Middle School has been open no one has cared about a name change. Why change it now? The
South name carries so much tradition and history which is why it would be idiotic to change its name. A name change is a
pretty huge thing. I'm not sure the motive of the person who came up with the idea, but why? She doesn't even attend South,
her kid probably does but why make a fuss just because a name doesn't represent your culture an heritage. I'm not sure if she
noticed but the names of the middle schools are based on their location. West, Southwest, South and Central. Yes Central,
might be Liberty Memorial but who actually references it as that. The staff? I know for sure the students don't. Anyway, I can
reassure you (whoever happens to be reading this) that Native Americans make up a small minority compared to all other
races. Changing a name just to represent a small minority doesn't seem logical considering that everyone else who makes up
a majority of the school, wouldn't be represented in the new name. You might say, well no one is represented in the South
name already. It's not about the representation of races, it's about the togetherness that brings us together in the South
Community. This is a little off topic from the question asked but I feel it's important to express the feelings of myself and my
peers.

1 Making memorials of the Native Americans either inside or outside that gave us the great opportunity for education on their
land.

1 Instead of spending money and resources to legally change the name of the school for a materialistic show of pride, I believe
we can honour the Native Americans with school holidays and culture festivals to showcase the diversity between tribes and
other races. Simply opening up students' minds to the history and practices of the Native Americans is plenty respectful and
shows more dedication and appreciation than wasting building materials to add more letters onto the school. By honouring the
culture in a more open, educational way not only avoids alienating other races, but it allows Native American students to feel
pride in who they are in an accepting environment. Besides, will a name change truly make any difference? At the end of the
day, it's just a name.

1 We might be able to change little things inside our school like maybe have a wall dedicated to them instead of having the entire
name fo the school changed. I feel like the South name represents all the traditions and everything we have done at this school
for the last 50 years and I feel like changing that would make it confusing for people in the future to recognize this school as it
once was. I feel like we might be able to have a wall mural dedicated to all the different tribes and Haskell for the land they
donated us but I just feel like something as big as a name change would be over the top.

1 Why honor them, this school has been going on for a long time so why now? Even if we choose to honor them we would have
to honor all the other races too. T

1 Well thank you for this land Haskell and how much i like this school and my brother likes it to but he goes to broken arrow

1 We can decorate the outside of the school with Native American stuff. (Teepees, fires, buffalos, and etc.) also we could do
other native tribe decorations.

1 We could have a specific day every year where we have an assembly and introduce the history about it to sixlets and maybe a
small activity?

1 I respect others cultures and I'm thankful for what they have done to keep students educated to move forward in life

1 By donating to them and do something really nice for them to thank them for letting us use theses lands for the school.

Count Response
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1 I don't know. A statue? Maybe we should actually learn about Native Americans and not only "honor them". How hard is it to
make important Native Americans it's own unit? I'm an 8th grader and the only stuff I know about Native Americans was village
dwellers and the other one. Then SOME stuff in the language class. Just make a unit in socal studies about Native Americans
and what happened to them and the importants of them.

1 I think if we could educate the students about it with maybe a culture day. Where basically different people from different
cultures come in and present about there culture. They can talk and bring stuff the shows there culture like food or clothing.

1 Continue doing what we're already doing; show respect for all Native Americans and be extremely grateful for the land that was
gifted to us. The name of SMS does not need to change.

1 I believe that our school already honors Native American culture. We have gold (one of Haskel's colors) as one of our school
colors, we have Native American club, and lastly, we have assemblies where traditional Native American dancers come.

1 We could have an in-school holiday like spirit week, but instead of dressing up we could do stuff that honors their culture. We
can also Change the name.

1 Hold fund-raisers for causes that gather supplies for things Native American Culture would hold important.

1 I do not agree to change the name of the south meddle school because the name south meddle school is fine they do not have
to change it.

1 By helping donate some money to help with the land for our school. Help take care of our school and donating to help it.

1 We should have 1 day of each moth where we thank them and you will pick 3 students from each grade to make a story or a
pharagrah about what the would do if this school was not here and thank them. Or something like that. From Janda curry

1 Instead of changing the name of our school, we should instead build a bench or make a mural in their honor. I think changing
the name of the school is too extreme when honoring someone. Native Americans, according to some of my teachers, only
make up around 11% of the school, so this would only benefit around 1/10 of the school. I believe that changing the name and
making it longer would just over complicating things, because instead of writing "South" we'd have to write "__________ South."

1 Just thank them really changing the intire name it's been the same since 1963 I think so don't change history please please I
love south and I think it should stay the same

1 Have more culturally things, celebrate national Native American month, learn about native heroes the world isn't just white and
black

1 I think we should have a week devoted to Native Americans. We would talk about multiple different tribes and where they came
from. We could ask native students to share about their culture and past(if their knowledgeable on the subject). We might even
be able to have some parents come in and talk about what they know. It would be a learning experience for all students. -
Kiwani (P.S: at the beginning of the survey, can you change American Indian to Native American)
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Source Countries
100%

United States
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Value Percent  Count

United States 100.0% 340

 Totals 340

Statistics

Total Responses 340
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Source Cities
99.1%

0.3% 0.3% 0.3%

Lawrence San Jose Shawnee Topeka
0

20

40

60

80

100

Value Percent  Count

Lawrence 99.1% 335

San Jose 0.3% 1

Shawnee 0.3% 1

Topeka 0.3% 1

 Totals 338

Statistics

Total Responses 338
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